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Introduction. In the following pages certain spaces of abstract-valued

functions are examined. Throughout the paper A will denote a commutative

Banach algebra. In analogy to the group algebra Ll(G) of a locally compact

Abelian group G, that is, the space of absolutely integrable complex-valued

functions on G, we form the set B1 = B1(G, A) of Bochner integrable functions

defined to A from G. Bl is first of all a Banach space and it becomes a com-

mutative Banach algebra if multiplication of two elements/, gEB1 is defined

by the convolution formula, (f*g)(x) = /of(xy)g(y~x)dy.

For the theory of the Bochner integral we shall rely mainly on the presenta-

tion In Hille's book [2, pp. 35-49]. Although the development there uses the

Lebesgue measure for finite dimensional Euclidean spaces, the theorems

which we shall need hold as well for more general measure spaces, in par-

ticular for a locally compact group with Haar measure. The calculus for the

generalized convolution carries over directly from that for numerical func-

tions and will be assumed. We note that the convolution of a function in B1

and a function in Ll(G) is well defined and in B1.

To the greatest possible extent the notation and definitions are those of

Loomis [3]. "Maximal ideal" means regular maximal ideal throughout. Spe-

cial conventions are as follows:f=f(x), g = g(x), ■ ■ ■ denote elements of B1.

For the most part complex-valued functions are assigned Greek letters re-

gardless of the set on which they are defined, x ls always used for the char-

acteristic function of a set and p is the Haar measure on G. 9Its denotes the

maximal ideal space of B1, *3WLa that of A, and G, the character group of G,

is the maximal ideal space of L1. Typical elements are Mb, M, and a respec-

tively. Subscripts distinguish the various norms. For example, \\f\\ti

= J\\f(x)\\Adx,fEB1.
For any complex or A -valued function on G and xEG, the subscript x

applied to the function denotes its translate by x. The symbol " used with
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an element of a Banach algebra denotes its abstract Fourier transform and

E' is the complement of the set E.

The principal tool in this development is the Gelfand representation and

there is a consequent preoccupation with the maximal ideals of B1. In the

first section some of the L1 results connecting translation invariance and ideals

are shown to hold in B1. An analogue of the theorem stating that a convolu-

tion is in the span of translates of either of its arguments is proved. (This

theorem has been proved for almost periodic functions by von Neumann

[4, p. 457] and its statement for elements of L1 is given by Segal [6, p. 94].)

These results are applied in the second section in an analysis of the structure

of 9Hb- It is found that a maximal ideal of B1 is an ordered pair (a, M),

aEG, MESHa; and, in fact, 3HB is homeomorphic to GX9TCa with the weak

topologies. The connection between the pairs (a, M) and the Mb is a gen-

eralized integral formula for the Fourier transform. In the third section it is

shown that if A is a group algebra, B1 is (isometric and isomorphic to) a

group algebra. The fourth section is concerned with an isometric isomorphism

Pof B1(G, A) onto a like algebra B1(G, A). We obtain conditions under which

T gives rise to isomorphisms of G onto G and of A onto A in terms of which

T can be expressed in a particularly simple fashion. An example shows that

in general neither G and G nor A and A need be isomorphic.

1. Approximation of convolution and translation invariance in ideals. Let

/ be a continuous ^4-valued function with compact carrier C and let V be a

measurable open neighborhood of the identity e. There exists a finite set

{a,F}, »=1, 2, • • • , n, of translates of V which cover C. Let Ei = Cf~\aiV,

E2=Cr\a2Vf\E(, ■ ■ ■ , En = Cr\anVr\(\JntZl Ei)'. These are disjoint meas-

urable sets whose union is C and for each i, EiEo-iV. Form a simple function

fv= ^if(Xi)XEi, where x< is arbitrary in £,-. (If Ei is empty, the choice of x,-

is immaterial.)

Lemma 1.1. /// is continuous with compact carrier C and e>0, there exists a

measurable open neighborhood V( of e such that for any measurable open neigh-

borhood V of e contained in Vt and corresponding fv,

/f(x)dx —   j   fv(x)dx      =      I   f(x)dx — ]C/(x»)p(P.-)       < e.
J A II J i A

Proof. Iff^OEB1, there exists, by the uniform continuity off, a neighbor-

hood W of e such that xy_1EW implies \\f(x)—f(y)\\A<e/p(C). Choose V,

such that VlVr1EW. If xEC, then xEEt for some i, whence xx^EVV-1

EW. Therefore

f f(x)dx -   f fv(x)dx      g    f ||/(x) - fv(x)\\Adx < e.

The following lemma contains the essentials of the convolution approxima-
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tion referred to in the introduction. The lemma will also be used in the second

section.

Lemma 1.2. Let Vo be a measurable open neighborhood of e and let €>0 be

given. If fEB1 and g is a continuous A-valued function with compact carrier

Cg, then there exists a measurable open neighborhood V of e contained in Vo such

that for a measurable subdivision {£,} of Cg obtained as above from V and

yiEEu i=l, ■ ■ • , L,

f*g~ Yfm'giydniEi)      < «•
i ' B

Proof. We assume that neither/ nor g is the zero element of B1, for other-

wise the assertion is trivial.

Case 1. / is continuous with compact carrier Cj. Then / * g is continuous

and

(f*g)(x) =  I    f(xy~1)g(y)dy.

If yECg and xECgCj, then xy~xECf, so that/* g vanishes outside the com-

pact set C=CgCf.
Let {Ei} he any finite collection of disjoint measurable sets whose union

is Cg and take yiEEi. By virtue of the uniform continuity of / and f * g, one

can find a neighborhood U of e such that xix2xE U implies

Y[f(.*iyrl) - f(xiyr1)]g(yi)p(Ei)
i A

= Y Wfixiyr1) - f(x2yT1)\\A\\g(yi)\\AP(Ei) < e/3p(C)
i

and

\\(f*g)(xi) -(f*g)(x2)\\A <e/3p(C).

Let Uo he a measurable open neighborhood of e such that UoUo~1EU. As

before, construct from the translates of Uo a finite collection {Wn},

n= 1, • • • , N, of disjoint measurable sets whose union is C. Pick xnEWn.

Since for each n, f(x„y~1)g(y) is continuous and vanishes outside C0, there

exists by the preceding lemma a neighborhood Vn of e such that

II f f(xny~1)g(y)dy - Y f^y^YW^ET)     < t/3p(C)
\\J i A

where {£|n)} is a subdivision of Ca provided by Vn and y^EE^, i—\, ■ • • ,

Ln. Let V=(f\n Vn)C\Vo. Then VE Vo and for {£,}, a subdivision of Cg

given by V, yiEEi, i = \, • • • , L, and for every n,
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||(/*/j)(*-)-A(*»)||.i<«/3p(C),    where    k = *£ fzfgbdrtE}.
i

Now if xEC, there exists an n such that xEW„. Since IF„ is contained in

a translate of Uo, xXn1EUoUb~lEU. Hence

|j(/*g)(x)   -  hix)\\A   =5   \\if*g)ix)   -   if*g)iXn)\\A + \\if*g)(Xn)   ~  A(*.)|U

+   Zlfi^yr1) -fixyr^giyMEi)     < e/„(c)
i A

for all xEC. Since for every i, fy.-i vanishes outside C,

\\f*g-h\\B<p(0-e/p(C) = e.

Case 2. / is arbitrary in B1. It is possible to select a continuous function

/(1) with compact carrier and from some VE F0 to construct, as in Case 1, a

function /*<" = T,ifi%giyi)piEi) such that ||/-/(1)||B and \\f<» * g-h™\\B are

arbitrarily small. Let h be the function obtained from h(1) by replacing/(1)

by/. Then since g is bounded, \\h — hw\\B and, consequently, ||/* g — h\\B are

small.

Theorem 1.1. ///, gEB1 and e>0, there exists a finite sum h of A multiples

of translates of f such that ||/ * g — lv\B <€.

Proof. For some continuous function g(1) with compact carrier and, by

Lemma 1.2, for a finite sum h of A multiples of translates of/, ||g — g(1)[|s

and ||/* g(1) — &||b are small, whence ||/* g — h\\B is small.

Theorem 1.2. Any closed translation invariant subspace of B1 which admits

multiplication by elements of A is an ideal.

Proof. Let / be the subspace and take/G/, gEB1. By Theorem 1.1,/* g

is the limit of sums of A multiples of translates of/. Each of these is in I and

therefore, since / is closed, / * gEI.

The converse of this theorem holds if the ideal is closed and regular. We

shall use an approximate identity in the proof.

Definition. A directed system {u\ of functions in Ll is called an approxi-

mate identity for B1 in case lim„ \\u */— /||b = 0 for every fEB1.

The following theorem, a paraphrase of Theorem 3.7.1 of [2], asserts that

approximate identities for B1 exist.

Theorem 1.3. Let e>0 be given. Corresponding to fEB1 there exists a neigh-

borhood V of the identity such that if u is any non-negative function of L1 vanish-

ing outside V and fudx= 1, then \\u */— /||b <e.

Theorem 1.4. A regular ideal in B1 is translation invariant. A closed ideal

admits multiplication by elements of A.

Proof. Let / be a regular ideal in B1 and u an identity modulo I. Under
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the homomorphism of B1 induced by I, u is carried into the identity u of

B1/!. Let fEI- Since/* ux=fx * u, we have in B1/!, 0=Jux=JxU=fx. Hence

fxEL
Suppose 7 is a closed ideal. For aEA and each uE\u), an approximate

identity, u * af=au * fEI, and limu u * af = af. Since I is closed, afEI-

2. The maximal ideals of B1. The fact that each pair (a, M), aEG,

MEWa, gives rise to a maximal ideal of Bx is easily arrived at, and indeed

follows immediately from the next result.

Theorem 2.1. For any character aEG the mapping f-j>ff(x)a(x)dx is a con-

tinuous homomorphism of B1 onto A.

Proof. The mapping is obviously linear and we have by the Fubini theorem

f*g-* I  I  f(xy)g(y~1)dya(x)dx =  I   I  f(xy)a(xy)dxg(y~1)a(y~1)dy

= J  f(x)a(x)dxj g(y)a(y)dy.

Since ||J/adx||,i^||/||B, the homomorphism is continuous. To show that it

maps B1 onto A we take XEL1 such that %(a) = 1. If aEA, we have aXEB1

and aX—*aj\(x)a(x)dx *= aX(a) =a.

Thus if M is any maximal ideal of A, the product homomorphism

f-^>ff(x)a(x)dx^>(ff(x)a(x)dx)*(M) is a homomorphism of B1 onto the com-

plex numbers. It follows that to each pair (a, M) there corresponds a maxi-

mal ideal M^M) of B1 where

}(Mb'M)) = (j f(x)a(x)dx^j   (M)

for every fEB1. Because the homomorphism given by M is a bounded linear

transformation on A,

(*) KMb^) = j f(x) * (M)a(x)dx, f E B'.

Theorem 2.2. If (a\, Mi) is distinct from (a>, M2), then the corresponding

maximal ideals of B1 are distinct.

Proof. If Mit±M2, take aEMiC\M2' and XEL1 such that X(a2)^0. Then

(aX)-(MB1,M°) = X(ai)d(Mi) = 0 ^ X(a2)d(M2) = (aX)~(MBa"Ml)).

If ai?^a2, for aEM2 and XEL1 such that \(ai) =0, X(a2) t±0,

(aX)~(MB       ) = 0^ (aX)  (MB       ).
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The integral formula (*) thus defines a one-to-one correspondence between

GX9TCa and a subset of 9TCs. We have yet to prove that all 9TCb is accounted

for in this way, or equivalently, that for each MbE^b, a character and a

maximal ideal of A can be found which are related to Mb through the integral

formula. The generalization of a well-known result due to Raikov [5] pro-

vides a candidate for the character.

Theorem 2.3. For any MbE^b andfEB1C\M'B, the function aB defined by

aB(x) =fx(MB)/f(MB) is independent of f and is a character of G.

The proof in [3, p. 135] applies virtually unchanged.

If A has an identity e, then XeE-B1 whenever XGZ-1. In fact, if we assume,

as we may, that ||c||a = 1, then L1 is isometric and isomorphic to the sub-

algebra L1e of Bl. Since this feature considerably facilitates working in B1,

several of the next results assume the presence of e in A.

Theorem 2.4. If A has an identity and MbE^b, then MBC\Lxe is a maximal

ideal of L1e and (X: \eEMBr^L1e\ is the maximal ideal of Ll corresponding

to aB.

Proof. Let {u} be an approximate identity. Since not every element ue can

be in Mb, MBr\L1e^Lxe and hence is a maximal ideal.

Let a be the character corresponding to {X: \eEMBC\L1e\. If vEL1 is

such that via) = 1, clearly ve is an identity modulo MBC\Lxe. Since vx = vx(a)v

+X0, where X0(«) = 0, (vxe)"(MB) = (vxe)~(MBC\Lxe) = vx(a). Therefore

aB(x) = (vxe)~(MB)/(ve)~(MB) = vx(a)/v(a) = ct(x)

for every x£G.

Theorem 2.5. If A has an identity and if \eELle is an identity modulo

Mb£3TC.B! then the mapping a—>(a\) (MB) is a homomorphism of A onto the

complex numbers. It is independent o/X, and the corresponding maximal ideal

Af(S)G'JTl.4 is such that for every fEB1

J(MB) =   f f(xY(M™)aB(x)dx.

Proof. If a different identity ve modulo MB is used, then \e—veEMB and

by Theorem 1.4, aX — avEMB for every aEA. Hence the mapping is inde-

pendent of X. In particular, since (\*\e)~ (MB) = [(Xe)" (MB)]2=1, (a\)^(AIB)

= (aX *X)*(Ms). Let a=(aX)"(MB). a—>d is linear and for ai, a2EA

did2 = iaiX)*iMB)ia2X)~iMB) = (aia2X * X)" (If B)

= (<Zia2X) * (MB) = (czia2)~.

a—>cZ is therefore a homomorphism of A onto the complexes.

Now let £ be a set of finite measure in G and let f=axs, aEA. Since
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XeEL1, we may writexb = XJs(as)X+Xo, where X0(aB) = 0. Then/(x) = xE(aB)aX

-f-aXo, and ff(x)~(M<-B))aB(x)dx = XE(ctB)d(M<-B)). On the other hand, since

aXo E Mb, }(Mb) - XE(aB)(a\y (Mb) = xE(aB)d(M^). Hence }(MB)

= ff(x)'(M(-B))aB(x)dx. The integral formula has thus been proved for func-

tions of the form axE- Since such functions constitute a fundamental set of

B1 and since the left and right hand sides of the formula are each linear func-

tionals on B1 which are equal on this set, they are equal throughout B1. This

completes the proof.

If A does not have an identity, it can be embedded in a Banach algebra

Ae= {a+ce: aEA, c complex} which does. Let B*(e) =Bi(G, Ae). An element

of Bx(e) is the sum of an A-val\ied function and a complex-valued function

multiplied by e. If f+Xe is one such, then

[|/+Xe|U(„ = f \\f + Xe\\Aedx = H/IIb + IIxIIl

Thus B1(e) consists of the functions f+Xe, where fEB1, XEL1. We note that

B1 is a closed ideal of Bx(e). This follows from Theorem 1.2; for B1 is a trans-

lation invariant subspace which admits multiplication by elements of Ae, and

it is closed because it is complete with respect to the B1(e) norm.

Lemma 2.1. If fEB1, XEL1, and MbEWIb, then (X * /)'(MB)=X(aB)](MB).

Proof. Since MB is a closed subspace of Bl, it is a closed subspace of Bx(e).

By Theorem 1.4, it is translation invariant and admits multiplication by

elements of Ae. Hence by Theorem 1.2, MB is an ideal of B1(e). Thus if

fEMB, X*f = Xe*fEMB. Therefore (X * f)~ (MB) =0 = X(aB)f(MB), which
proves the formula for this case.

If fEMB, then aB(x) =fx(MB)/j(MB). Suppose X is a continuous function

with compact carrier C and let e>0 be given. Since Lemma 1.1 applies to

Xan, there exists an open measurable neighborhood Vt such that

f X(y)aB(y)dy - Y X(yl)aB(y/)p(El)    < e/2,
I J i

where \Ei\ is a subdivision of C obtained from Vt and yiEEi, i=\, • • • , n.

Because Xe is a continuous *4 ..-valued function with compact carrier, there

exists, by Lemma 1.2, a neighborhood VEVt such that for a subdivision

{Ej} obtained from V and yjEEj, j=\, ■ ■ ■ , L,

W - Yf^HyMEj)     < 4- I J(Mb) I.
I t     ' B      2

Therefore

(\*f)'(MB)        ^ I       6

f(MB) j j       2
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Since VE Vf,

(X*f)'(MB)       r
~war" 1 My)'aB{y)dy <e-

Thus (X*/)'(AfB)=X(aB)/(MB).

The two sides of the formula are continuous functions of X and are equal on

a dense subset of L1. Therefore (X *f)*(MB) = \(aB)f(MB) for every XEL1.

For Mb£9TCb the linear mapping/+Xe—>/(MB) +X(aB) is also multiplica-

tive, for by the lemma

if+^e)*ig + ve)^if*g + X*g+v*fYiMB) + iX*v)~iaB)

=  [/(Mb) + UaB)][giMB) + »(aB)\.

The mapping is therefore a homomorphism of Bxie) onto the complex num-

bers. Let AfB(e) be the associated maximal ideal. Since MB{e) (~\ L1e

= {Xe: X(«b)=0}, aB(e)=aB (see Theorem 2.4). Therefore, by Theorem 2.5,

there exists a maximal ideal MiB<-e)) of A, such that

(/+ Xe)*(Jlf„(0) = j [f(x) + \(x)eY(M(B«»)aB(x)dx

=   f fix)'iM^)aBix)dx + %(aB),

where M(B) = M(B(e))rv4. Note that M*-6' cannot be 4; for if it were, all B1

would be mapped by MB into zero. Hence M(B> is a maximal ideal of A and

JiMB) = //(x)" (M<B>)«B(x)<fx.
The following characterization of STrts has been completely demonstrated.

Theorem 2.6. The mapping (a, M)—>Mb"W) is a one-to-one mapping of

GX'Ma onto 3TCb, and

KMb'M)) =  f f(xY(M)&(x)dx

for all fEB1.

The remainder of this section is given to showing that in the sense of the

weak topology the correspondence between GX 911.4 and 9TCB is a homeomor-

phism.

Lemma 2.2. Let UEG be open with respect to the weak topology of G. Then

{ MB: aBE U] is open in the weak topology of 911b.

Proof. Let Mf = iao, Mo) be an arbitrary element in {Mb:o:b£l7}. It

suffices to show that there exists a neighborhood N of M'b such that

ArC{M«:aBGt7i}, where Ui = {a: \ \(a) -%(an) \<e} ,\EL\ Therefore pick
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fEB1 such that |/(M#')| >1 and let

Ni= {MB: \}(Mb)\   > l}.

Ni is then an open neighborhood of M^ as are

N2= {MB: | (X*f)~(MB) - (X*f)^(MB))\   <e/2},

and

N3= {MB: | }(MB) - f(MB0)) |   < e/2 max (| X(aa) | , 1)}.

By Lemma 2.1, for all MBEN=NinN2r\N3

| \(aB) - X(«0) |   <   j X(aB)f(MB) - X(a0)J(MB) |

=  | (X*fy(MB) - (X*f)"(MB))\  + |X(a0)| |/(Mi°') -}(MB)\

< e.

Lemma 2.3. If fEB1, then ff(x)a(x)dx is in the weak topology a uniformly

continuous A -valued function over G.

The proof is omitted since the proof in [3, 34C] can be applied readily.

Theorem 2.7. With the weak topologies on G, 3E^, and 9EB, GX3Ea and 3TCB

are homeomorphic.

Proof. We first choose a GXSTCa sub-basis element Af(a0, Mo) about a

point (a0, Mo) and find an 2fTCB-neighborhood of Mf = (ao, Mo) contained in

it. For XEL1, aEA, let

N(ao, Mo) = {(a,M):  \ X(a) - %(a0) \   < t,  \ d(M) - d(M0) |   < «}.

If vEL1 is such that | J>(«o)| >L then, by Lemma 2.2,

Nf-  {MB:  \p(ocb)\   > 1}

is a neighborhood of MB]. Similarly

N2 = {MB:  | (av)'(MB) ~ (av)~(M{B) \   < e/2},

N3= {MB:  I P(aB) - P(a0) \   < e/2 max ( | d(Ma) | , 1)},

Ni = [MB:  |X(«j,) -*(«,) I   < e},

are neighborhoods of Mb1. Let N(MB)) he the intersection of these four sets.

Since (av)*(MB) =d(MiB))P(aB), it follows, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2,

that N(Mf)EN(a0, Mo).
Conversely, let

N(MT) = {MB: |/(MB) - f(MB')\   < t},

for some/£Bl, represent a sub-basis element of the weak topology of ytlB.

By Lemma 2.3, there exists an open G-neighborhood N(ao) of aa such that
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aEN(a0) implies \\ff(x)[ci(x) - a0(x)]dx\\A <e/2. If

AT(Mo) =  {m: If [fixYiM) - f(xY(Mo)]ao(x)dx   < e/2J ,

then N(Mo) is open in 9E^. Therefore N(a0, Mo) = N(a0)XN(M0) is open in

GX3Ua and it contains (a0, M0). For each (a, M)EN(aa, Mo) we have

\}(MB-M)) -J(MB) |  g \j f(xY(M)[a(x) - a0(x)]dx

+ \f IfixYiM) -fixYiMo)]*oix)dx  < e.

Thus 7Y(a0, M0)CAr(MBJ)).

3. Semi-simplicity and the case where A is a group algebra. Some of the

properties of L1 can be given B1 by assuming these properties for A. State-

ments like the next theorem have been proved in the author's thesis for regu-

larity and the Tauberian condition (the set of elements whose Fourier trans-

forms have compact carriers is dense) by extensive use of Theorems 2.6 and

2.7. We shall deal here with semi-simplicity.

Theorem 3.1. B1 is semi-simple if and only if A is semi-simple.

Proof. Let B1 be semi-simple and let aEi)<sxiAM. Let XG-L1 be such that

||x||i^0. By Theorem 2.6, (ok)"(MB) = &(M^)\(aB) =0 for every MBE<m.B.

Thus aXGfigtrjMB = 0 so that 0 = ]|aX||B = ||cx||A||X[|i, whence a = 0.

Now suppose A is semi-simple and let/Grign;B MB, where / is continuous.

Then /(Mb)=0 for all MB and hence ff(x)" (M)a(x)dx = 0 for all aEG,

MG9TCa- fix)"(M) is for each M a continuous function in L1. Its Fourier

transform is identically zero and thus, because L1 is semi-simple,/(x) (M) = 0

a.e. (almost everywhere). In fact, since it is continuous, fix)"(M) =0. Hence

for each x, f(x)E^mA M = 0, so/ = 0.

We now consider any fE^y\lB MB and assume that /(x) is not a.e. zero.

By Theorem 1.3, there exists a uniformly continuous function uEL1 such

that \\u */||b>0. Since each MB is an ideal of B1(e) (see proof of Lemma 2.1),

u *f=ue *fEMB for all MbG9TCb. Furthermore u*f is continuous. This

contradicts the preceding paragraph and completes the proof.

We shall now treat the special case where A is a group algebra. Let

A =L1iH), where if is a locally compact Abelian group. A function represent-

ing an element of B1iG, LyiH)) takes at each xGG a value which is an ele-

ment of L1iH) and this element can be represented by a function over H.

Thus elements of B1 may be thought of as functions over GXH. This double

representation of elements of B1 does not, however, lead directly to an

identification of B1 with L1iGXH). Suppose, for example, that G and H are

the reals and let S be Sierpinski's nonmeasurable plane set which intersects
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each line in at most two points [7]. The characteristic function of S repre-

sents no element of L1(GXH), but in the above sense quite properly repre-

sents the zero element of B1(G, L1(H)). It is nevertheless true that the two

algebras are isomorphic. The difficulty we have mentioned is easily avoided

for elements of a certain dense set and an isomorphism can be established by

means of an extension. In the following proof the symbol will be used

to distinguish a function from the equivalence class to which it belongs ex-

cept when the representative is a characteristic function. For any function

X, N(X) means {x:X(x)?*Q}.

Theorem 3.2. If H is a locally compact Abelian group, then B1(G, Ll(H))

is isometric and isomorphic to L1(GXH).

Proof. Let Bo be the subspace of B1 generated by elements of the form

r/X, rjEL1^), XEL1(G). Since B0 contains the simple functions, it is dense in

B1. For fEBo,f= Y't-i viXi, we pick representatives ij, of r\i, X,- of X, and de-

fine the function (Tf)   by the equation

(Tf)~(x, y) = Y UyTHx).
i

We shall show that the equivalence class  Tf to which it  belongs is in
Ll(GXH).

Let iji (y) =rn(y) a.e. and X( (x) =Xi(x) a.e. Now

{(x,y):vi(y)Hx) * W(y)X/(*)}

C [N(h) W N(Xi)] X N(rji - rj() VN(h - X/) X [N(vi) W #(*/)]

and the larger set has zero measure in GXH. Hence Tf is independent of the

representatives chosen for the rn and X,. For rn real and c real

{(x,y):XN{li)(x)rii(y) ̂  0} C\ {(x, y): xwCti(*)Vi(y) < A

= N(h) X [N(Hi) n {y: Uy) < c} j

is measurable. If ij, is not real, this argument applies to its real and imaginary

parts separately. Thus XN(.\)Vi and, similarly, Xw(5,)^< are measurable func-

tions, whence rnXi is measurable. Consequently for any/£Bo, (Tf) is meas-

urable and Tf is in L1(GXH); for

||r/|UvxW)=  f   f  \(Tf)~(x,y)\dydx

=   f||/(*)||zW* = |l/IU-
J G

T is therefore an isometric linear mapping of the dense subspace B0 into

Ll(GXH). The image of Ba is dense since it contains all L1 classes represented

by functions of the form Y"=i Y?-icaXEj(y)XEi(x). Hence T extends uniquely
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to an isometric linear mapping of B1 onto L1(GXH).

It remains to be shown  that   T preserves convolution.   Let /, gEBo,

f= Z"=i viki, g= Z"-i >?A/ • Then / * g is represented by

(/* g)~ = ( Z a,) * ( Z *A/) -Lift' */)<*< * V)

and so / * gG-Bo- Thus

[r(/*g)]~(x,>-) = ZZ f Wi*)*/(*-»)*» f x,(OT)x/(tr»)d»
i     i  J h J a

= I    Z ^»(y«)Xi(a;») Z 5/ («-1)^/ (irl)dudv

= (Tf*Tg)~(x, y)a.e.,

and hence 7\/ * g) = Tf * 7g. Since convolution is continuous in both its

arguments, T(/ * g) = Tf * fg throughout B1.

There is no further need for distinguishing functions from the elements

they represent so the customary practice will be resumed.

Note that a maximal ideal of B1(G, LX(H)) is of the form (ax, a2), aiEG,

a2EH. For fEB o

/(ai, at) =   I  f(x)~(a2)<xi(x)dx =  j     I   (Tf)(x, y)a2(y)cti(x)dydx,
J G J G<J H

which is the integral form of the Fourier transform of TfEL1(GXH) at

(«i, a2)G<5xH. The fact that j(au a2) = (Tf)"(au a2) for all fEB1 follows

immediately.

4. Isomorphisms of Banach algebras of the form B1. An isomorphism

between two topological groups or Banach algebras will mean an algebraic

isomorphism which is also a homeomorphism. G and G will be locally compact

Abelian groups and A and A commutative Banach algebras. If G is iso-

morphic to G and A is isomorphic to A, isomorphisms of BX(G, A) and

B1(G, A) can be easily constructed (Theorem 4.1); but the determination of

conditions under which the converse is true is, as we shall see, more difficult.

Theorem 4.1. Let t be an isomorphism of G onto G and 3 an isomorphism of

A onto A. Let k denote the constant determined by dx = kdrx. Then for any

aEG, the mapping T defined by the equation

(Tf)(rx) = ka(x)3[f(x)]

is an isomorphism of B1(G, A) onto BX(G, A). T is an isometry if and only if

3 is an isometry.

Proof. UfEBx(G, A), Tf is measurable and
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J \\(Tf)(rx)\\idTX = f \\a\f(x)]\\Adx = ||3|| II/Hb.

Thus Tf E B1(G, A) and, since T is clearly linear, it is continuous. If

fEB1(G, A), then /(r_1x) =k~1a(T~1x)3~1[f(x)] represents its unique pre-

image and ||/||b^||3_1|| ||/||b- T is therefore one-to-one, onto, and bicontinu-

ous. Finally, for/, gEBx(G, A)

(T(f*g))(rx) = ka(x)Z j f(xy)g(y-1)dy

= J (2W(T*ry)(r*)[(ry)-l]A3> = (Tf Tg)(rx).

T is clearly an isometry if 3 is. Conversely, if T is an isometry, for any aEA

and ~XEL1(G) where ||X||i = l, we have (T(dX))(rx) =ka(x)X(x)3a and

||a|U = ||oX|U = ||r(aX)||s = ||afl||2.

In the special case of group algebras both A and A are the complex num-

bers, 3 is necessarily the identity transformation, and the converse of this

theorem holds provided T is an isometry. The following result is due to

Wendel [8].

If T is an isometric isomorphism of Ll(G) onto L1(G), there exist an iso-

morphism t of G onto G and a character aEG such that for every XELl(G),

TXx = a-(TX)TX and (TX)(rx) = ka(x)X(x), where k is such that dx = kdrx.

It suffices to assume that T is an isomorphism such that ||7]|^1 (see

Helson [l]), in which case T must again be an isometry. However, isomor-

phism alone is not sufficient for there are nonisomorphic groups whose alge-

bras are isomorphic [8]. Algebras of the form B1 display even greater pathol-

ogy since an appeal to isometry fails to produce isomorphisms of the com-

ponent spaces. Indeed, we know that B1(G, LV(H)) is isometric and isomor-

phic to L1(GXH)=B1(GXH, C), C being the complexes (Theorem 3.2), but

in general the corresponding components are not isomorphic.

It is not even true that isomorphism between just one pair of the com-

ponents can be forced by assuming isomorphism between the other pair

along with an isometric isomorphism of Bl(G, A) onto B(G, A). We proceed

to counterexamples.

Consider an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 3C. 3C is isomorphic to the

direct sum 3CX3C, and the additive group II of 3C becomes locally compact

when assigned the discrete topology. H and HXH are algebraically iso-

morphic by virtue of the Hilbert space isomorphism and homeomorphic be-

cause they are discrete spaces in one-to-one correspondence. BX(H, L1(H)) is

then isometrically isomorphic to L1(HXH) and therefore to LX(H). This is

also true for the compact group H since it is isomorphic to IIXII. Hence even
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for compact groups G, BX(G, A) isomorphic to LX(G) does not imply that A

is the complex numbers.

In regard to the case in which A is isomorphic to A, we note that for any

G and H, BX(GXH, L1(H)) is isometric and isomorphic to LX(GXHXH) and

hence to B1(G, L1(HXH)). The counterexample comes from taking H iso-

morphic to HXH.

It is therefore by no means the case that every isomorphism T is of the

triple form (3, t, a). However

Theorem 4.2. If the triples (3i, n, «i) and (32, r2, a2) are distinct, the cor-

responding isomorphisms Ti and T2 are distinct.

Proof. We treat four cases. Subscripts are not written on corresponding

components assumed to be equal.

Case 1. ti^t2. Let xEG be such that Tf'xy^Tr'x. Choose disjoint open

neighborhoods U, V of rf^x, r2xx such that p(U) < oo, p(V) < <*> and let

fEBx(G, A) be zero on U but not on V. Then Tjf 7* T2f on n UC\t2V, a set of

positive measure.

Case 2. 3i^32, n=r2, ai=a2. If aG^4 is such that 3i(a)^32(a) and f = a

on a set E of finite nonzero measure, then 7\/V T%f on tE.

Case 3. ai^a2, 3i = 32, ti = t2. Let JSi be a set of finite nonzero measure

contained in the open set E= {x: ai(x) 9^a2(x)}. If f=a^0 on Eu Tif^T2f

on tEi since &ai(x)3(a) =ka2(x)Z(a) implies xEE.

Case 4. 3i^32, ai9^a2, ti=t2. Let a be such that 3i(cx)^32(a) and let

E= {x: ai(x) 9^a2(x)\. If 3i(a) is not a scalar multiple of 32(ci), the case is

settled by/ = a on a set of finite nonzero measure in E. Suppose that 3x(a)

= e32(a), where c^Al is complex. Either there exists EiEE of finite nonzero

measure on which ai^ca2 or E= {x: aia2x(x) =c). In the first instance

choose/= a on £1. In the second E' is open and nonempty since it contains e.

Let E2EE' be of finite nonzero measure and take/=a on E2.

The purpose of the remainder of this paper is to obtain conditions under

which an isomorphism T must be of the form (3, t, a). If MB is a maximal

ideal of BX(G, A), TMB is a maximal ideal of BliG, A). Also }(MB)

= iTf)"iTMB), fEBxiG,A), for the kernel of the homomorphism

f-*(Tf) (TMB) is clearly MB. Since MB is of the form (a, M), aEG, MG3H.-1,
and TMB is of the form (a, M), aEG", MG9RVL T gives rise to correspond-

ences between the characters of G and G and the maximal ideals of A and A.

However, these correspondences can be intractable. Consider, for example,

the isomorphism T of B^G, LxiH)) onto LxiG X H). Since j(ax, a2)

= (Tf)"(ai, a2), aiEG, a2EH, fEB1 (see remarks at end of §3), T(au a2)

= ((ai, a2), (0)), where (0) is the single ideal of the complexes. If «i is held

fixed and a2 is varied, the maximal ideal component of Tiai, a2) cannot

change but the character component does. To allow for this kind of behavior

we shall use the notation J"(a, M) = iaa,M, Ma.iu).
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If T is a triple (3, t, a0), the complications discussed in the last paragraph

do not appear. For any sEG, fEB1(G, A),

(Tf,)(rx) = kao(x)3[fe(x)} = aB(s)(Tf)(rsx) = &0(s)(Tf)„(rx).

Hence, if fEMB= (a, M), by Theorem 2.3,

(Tf):x(TMB)   _ao(x)(TfxY(TMB) _ao(x)fx(MB)

-   {Tfy{TMB) ~       (TfY(TMB)     ~     J(MB)

= a0(x)a(x).

If X is such that \(a) = 1, then for any aEA the integral formula yields

a(M) = (aX)~(MB) = [T(aX)]*(TMB)

=  j  kao(x)(z[aX(x)])"(Ma:M)aa,M(rx)dTX

= (3a)~(Ma,M) |ao(*)X(x)a0(x)a(x)dx = (3a)*(Ma,M).

Hence for every ¥£311^, Ma,M = 3M regardless of a and for every aEG,

&a,M(rx) =a0(x)a(x) regardless of M. Conversely, if BX(G, A) is semi-simple,

these conditions guarantee that T is the triple (3, t, «o). Before proving this

we observe that the semi-simplicity of any one of the algebras A, A, B1(G, A),

or B1(G, A) implies that of the others (Theorem 3.1). In the statements of

results requiring semi-simplicity we shall say merely that A is semi-simple.

Lemma 4.1. Let T be an isomorphism of B1(G, A) onto B1(G, A), where A

is semi-simple. Let 3 be an isomorphism of A onto A, r an isomorphism of G

onto G, and a0EG such that for every aEG, ME^a, aa,M(rx) =ao(x)a(x) and

Ma,M = 3M. Then T is the isomorphism (3, r, ao).

Proof. Let 7\ denote the isomorphism (3, r, a0). If fEBl(G, A), for any

MB = (a, M)

(Tif)'(TMs) =   f ao(x)(z[f(x)])~(M)a0(x)a(x)dx

= j f(xY(M)a(x)dx = f(MB) = (Tf)'(TMB).

Since every maximal ideal of the semi-simple algebra B1(G, A) has the form

TMB, Tif= Tf for every fEB^G, A).
Let us examine further the case where T is given as (3, t, a0). Let (ati, Mi)

be a fixed but arbitrary maximal ideal of B1(G, A). Then fE^y(lA («i, M) if

and only if Jf(x)oti(x)dxE^MA M. Since
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I   (Tf)(Tx)aai,Ml(rx)drx = 3 I   f(x)dci(x)dx,

this is equivalent to

J  (Tf)(Tx)a~,Ml(Tx)dTX E nm.i 3M = fl'jiii M,

and hence to f/Gfigr^ (««i.Afi. M). Thus

r HanxA («i, M)   = C\yaA (&ai,Ml, M).

Also/Gfic (a, Mi) if and only if/(x)GMi for almost every x, which is true

if and only if (T/)(tx)G3Mi = Mai,Mi for almost every tx. Since the last is

equivalent to TfE^d A(a, Mai,jif,),

T\n0 (a, Mi)l = D5- (a, #„„*,).

These are essentially the conditions which will be used to obtain a statement

converse to Theorem 4.1. Their intrinsic appeal lies in the fact that they are

basic requirements for the construction from T of a 3 and an isomorphism

of LxiG) onto LX(G) by means of the Fourier transform. Note that these

conditions do not hold for our isomorphism of BxiG, LxiH)) onto LxiGXH).

Definition. Let T be an isomorphism of BxiG, A) onto BX(G, A). Condi-

tion I is said to hold for T at aiEG if there exists MiG911a such that

T[f)<3\iAiai, M)] = rigi2^(a01,jif1, M). Condition II is said to hold for T at

MiG9TC.4 if there exists axEG such that T[\\Q(a, Mx)] = fig- (a, Ma,,Ml).

Lemma 4.2. Let A be semi-simple. If T is an isomorphism for which Condi-

tion I holds at some aiEG, then there is an isomorphism 3a, of A onto A, and for

every MG 9TC.4

aa,,M = a«i,M„ MauM — 3aiM.

Proof. Suppose that there exists M2G9TCa such that a^.j/j^aa,,)/,. Choose

XELxi&) such that X" (aai,Ml) =0 and %" (aai,A/2)?^0. If aEMauM2, then

aXEi&ai.M^MauMi= TiauM2). But 5XG0;)ui(a„1,Jv1, M) and hence, by Condi-

tion I, r-KaX)Gngnjai, M). In particular T-xiaX)Eiai, M2) so that ok

ETiai, M2), which is impossible. Therefore aauM = aai,Mi for every MEVK-a.

Theorem 2.1 asserts that for any czG^l there exists/GB^G, A) such that

ffix)a\ix)dx = a, and we accordingly set

3aia =   I   (Tf)(x)aa,.ih(x)dx.
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If g is such that fg(x)on(x)dx = a, then, by Condition I, Tf — Tg

G^3E3(«ai,ifn M), and since A is semi-simple,

I   (Tf)(x)aai,Ml(x)dx =   I   (Tg)(x)aailMl(x)dx.

Thus 3ai is a well defined mapping of A into ^4. Because of the symmetry of

Condition I and the semi-simplicity of A, the argument just used can be re-

versed, and therefore 3ai is one-to-one. It follows directly from Theorem 2.1

and the fact that T is an isomorphism that 3„, maps A onto A and that it is

linear and multiplicative. Since the topology of a commutative semi-simple

Banach algebra is uniquely determined, 3ai is, in addition, a homeomorphism.

If/is such that ff(x)ai(x)dx = a, the following four conditions are equiva-

lent: aEM; fE(<xi, M); TfE(aai,M, Mai,M)( = (aax.Mv Mai,M)); 3aiaEMai,M.

Hence Mai,M = 3aiM for every ME^a-

If S is an isomorphism of Ll(G) onto L1(G) and aEG, the maximal ideal

to which a corresponds is carried by 5 into a maximal ideal of L1(G). The

corresponding character will be denoted by Sa. The next result parallels

the last and provides a means for constructing the group isomorphism we

seek. This time semi-simplicity is not required since our concern is with group

algebras.

Lemma 4.3. If T is an isomorphism for which Condition II holds at some

MiE^Ia, then there is an isomorphism Sm, of LX(G) onto Ll(G), and for every

aEG

Majfl   =   Mai.Mi, OLa.Mi   ~  Sn^Ot-

Proof. Because of the obvious similarity to Lemma 4.2, we shall carry-

through only the construction of Smv If fEBl(G, A), the function X deter-

mined by X(x) =f(x)"(Mi) is in L1(G). A linear mapping of B1(G, A) onto

L1(G) is thereby defined by Mi. The mapping is also a homomorphism; for

if f(x)" (Mi) =X(x) a.e. and g(x)* (M\) = v(x) a.e., then

(f*g)(x)-(Mi) = J f(xyY(Mi)g(y-1)(Mi)dy = (X * v)(x) a.e.

Mai,Ml provides in like manner a homomorphism of BX(G, A) onto L'(G).

Let 5.v[X be defined by the equation

(SMlX)(x) = (Tf)(xY(Mai,Mi),

where/ is such that f(x)~ (Mi) =X(x) a.e. Arguments much like those used

above complete the proof.

If T is an isometry, or even such that |[ T\\ ^ 1, a technique which will be

used in the proof of the next theorem shows that Smi is an isometry. Wendel's

theorem then produces an isomorphism of the groups and a character. A
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question which has not been answered is whether these assumptions com-

bined with those of Lemma 4.2 are sufficient to make T a triple. We shall in-

stead assume that Conditions I and II hold everywhere.

Theorem 4.3. Let A be semi-simple and T an isometric isomorphism of

BX(G, A) onto BX(G, A) for which Condition I holds at every aEG and Condi-

tion 11 holds at every ME 9TCa • Then there exist an isometric isomorphism 3 of

A onto A, an isomorphism t of G onto G, and a character a0EG such that T is the

isomorphism (3, t, a0).

Proof. Let «i and a2 be arbitrary characters of G. Since the hypotheses of

Lemma 4.2 are satisfied for both characters, there exist isomorphisms 3ai and

3„2 of A onto A such that for every MG9TCa, 3aiM= Mai,M and 3„2M = Ma2%M-

Since Lemma 4.3 obtains for every M, Mai,M=Ma2,M. Hence 3aiM=3„2M

for every MEV&a. Let aG^4. If MG9TCI, then 3«13«21M= 3«23«21M= M. There-

fore

(3aia)A(M) = (3BIa)-(3.I3~1il?) = &(C2M) = (3„2a)'(M).

Thus for every aEA, (3aicz)" = (3„2a) and it follows from the semi-simplicity

of A that 3aicz = 3„2a. Hence 3ttl and 3„2 are identical isomorphisms. Since ai

and a2 are arbitrary, 3 = 3a, for any a, is independent of a, and 3M=M„,m

for every aEG, MG9TCa-

Let Sm, MG9TI/4, be the isomorphism of LX(G) onto LX(G) given by

Lemma 4.3. In the fashion of the preceding paragraph we deduce that S=Su

is independent of M, and Sa = aa,M for every aEG, MG9TC.4-

If MG9TC,i and «0 is an identity modulo M, then

1 = «0(M) =   | 4o(M) I   =     inf     ||m||a.

Hence for e>0, there exists an identity ux modulo M such that ||mi[| a < 1 +e.

For \EL\G) and f=uiX, we have f(x)"(M) =X(x). By the definition of SM

(see proof of Lemma 4.3) and because T is an isometry,

||JifX|U«(5, ̂ \\Tf\\B = ||/||b = ||«i|U||x||/.>(«,

< (1 + e)||x|UiW).

Since e is arbitrary, ||^Ji£X||f,i(5) = H^-Mt'fG). Thus ||s|| = ||SM|| = 1. Wendel's

theorem then applies. There exist an isomorphism t of G onto G and a char-

acter a0 such that for every \ELX(G) and xEG, SXx = ao- (SX)TX. Let aEG. If

X(a)^0, then

(SX\~x(Sa) (SXx)~(Sa)
aa,u(rx) = (5a) (tx) = - = a0(x)-

(5X)*(So) (S\Y(Sa)

K(a)
= «o(x) -r—— = a0(x)a(x)

A (a)
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for every ME'S&a- It follows from Lemma 4.1 that T= (3, t, «o) and, there-

fore, from Theorem 4.1, that 3 is an isometry.
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